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Worksheet (2) 
Name:                               (     ) 

                            

Date: 

Watch this video.  

1. The Donkey in the Lion’s Skin 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fg_Q0Hp9XKI 
      家長可以陪同小朋友使用手機掃描右方 QR code觀看影片。 

    

Characters in the story                                                                

         The donkey                                                                              The deer 

                                                                                                     The boar 

                                                                                                  The fox 

             The rabbit                                                                                                                            

 

(A) Rearrange the following pictures by writing numbers (2-8) in the boxes.   

    

a.     1 b. c. d. 

 

 
 

  

e. f. g. h. 

                                                                                 P. 1 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fg_Q0Hp9XKI


(B) How is the lion’s skin? Complete the sentences with the following words.  

skin teeth claws 

   (1)         

a. This is the lion’s (1)_______________.  

b. It has pointy (2)_______________ and sharp (3)_________________. 

(C) Circle the best answers.  

1. The donkey wants to be a ( pig        lion       cat ). 

2. A (  dog       cow     rabbit ) comes by the pond. 

3.The animals run when they see the ( donkey      horse      monkey ) in the  

   lion’s skin.  

 

4.The donkey can only sound ( Moo Moo       Hee Haw       Meow Meow ). 

 

5. The ( fox     rabbit     deer ) can find that the donkey does not sound like a  

    lion.  

 

6.The strong ( sun      wind      moon ) blows the lion’s skin away.  

 

7. The donkey is ( good       nice       bad ) because it plays tricks on other  

    animals.  

 

(D) Choose and put a  in the correct box.  

1. What can we learn from the story?  

     A. Don't copy someone else. Be yourself. 

 B. We have to help our friends. 

 C. We have to work hard.  

 

                                                                                  ~ END ~                                                  P. 2 

(2) 

(3) 
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(A) Rearrange the following pictures by writing numbers (2-8) in the boxes.   

a.     1 b. c. d. 

e. f. g. h.  

 

(B) How is the lion’s skin? Complete the sentences with the following words.  

a. (1)  

b. (2) (3) 

 

(C) Circle the best answers.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

 

(D) Choose and put a  in the correct box.  

 A. 

 B. 

 C. 

 

                                                           ~ END ~                                            P. 1 

倘若同學未能把工作紙列印出來填寫答案，可依照以下格式把答案寫在任何紙上作練習。 


